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Abstract—Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is a widely
used compressive sensing (CS) algorithm for recovering sparse
signals in noisy linear regression models. The performance
of OMP depends on its stopping criteria (SC). SC for OMP
discussed in literature typically assumes knowledge of either the
sparsity of the signal to be estimated k0 or noise variance σ
2,
both of which are unavailable in many practical applications.
In this article we develop a modified version of OMP called
tuning free OMP or TF-OMP which does not require a SC.
TF-OMP is proved to accomplish successful sparse recovery
under the usual assumptions on restricted isometry constants
(RIC) and mutual coherence of design matrix. TF-OMP is
numerically shown to deliver a highly competitive performance
in comparison with OMP having a priori knowledge of k0
or σ2. Greedy algorithm for robust de-noising (GARD) is an
OMP like algorithm proposed for efficient estimation in classical
overdetermined linear regression models corrupted by sparse
outliers. However, GARD requires the knowledge of inlier noise
variance which is difficult to estimate. We also produce a tuning
free algorithm (TF-GARD) for efficient estimation in the presence
of sparse outliers by extending the operating principle of TF-
OMP to GARD. TF-GARD is numerically shown to achieve a
performance comparable to that of the existing implementation
of GARD.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the linear regression model y = Xβ +w, where
X ∈ Rn×p is a known design matrix, w is the noise vector
and y is the observation vector. The design matrix is rank
deficient in the sense that rank(X) < p. Further, the columns
of X are normalised to have unit Euclidean (l2) norm. The
vector β ∈ Rn×p is sparse, i.e., the support of β given by
I = supp(β) = {k : βk 6= 0} has cardinality k0 = |I| ≪ p.
The noise vector w is assumed to have Gaussian distribution
with mean 0n and covariance σ
2In, i.e., w ∼ N (0n, σ2In).
The signal to noise ratio in this regression model is defined as
SNR =
‖Xβ‖22
E(‖w‖22)
=
‖Xβ‖22
nσ2
. (1)
Throughout this paper, E() represents the expectation operator
and ‖x‖q =
(
p∑
k=1
|βk|q
) 1
q
represents the lq norm of x. In
this article we consider the following two problems in the
context of recovering sparse vectors in underdetermined linear
regression models which are of larger interest.
P1). Estimate β with the objective of minimizing the mean
squared error (MSE) MSE(βˆ) = E(‖β − βˆ‖22).
P2). Estimate the support of β with the objective
of minimizing the probability of support recovery error
PE(βˆ) = P(Iˆ 6= I), where Iˆ = supp(βˆ).
These problems are common in signal processing applica-
tions like sparse channel estimation [1], direction of arrival
estimation [2], multi user detection [3] etc. Typical machine
learning applications include sparse subspace clustering [4],
sparse representation classification [5] etc. In signal processing
community these problems are discussed under the compres-
sive sensing (CS) paradigm [6]. A number of algorithms
like least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
[7], [8], Dantzig selector (DS) [9], subspace pursuit (SP)
[10], compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [11],
sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [12], orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) [13]–[19] etc. are proposed to solve the above
mentioned problems. However, for optimal performance of
these algorithms, a number of tuning parameters (also called
hyper parameters) need to be fixed. For example, the value of
λ in LASSO estimate
βˆ = argmin
b
1
2
‖y −Xb‖22 + λ‖b‖1 (2)
has to tuned appropriately. Indeed, when the noise is Gaussian
a value λ = O(σ
√
2 log(p)) is known to be optimal in terms
of MSE performance [8]. Likewise, a value of λ ∝ σ1−α with
0 < α < 1 is known to deliver PE → 0 as σ2 → 0 under
some regularity conditions [20]. Likewise, for the optimal
performance of DS, one need to have knowledge of σ2 [9].
However, unlike the case of overdetermined linear regression
models where one can readily estimate σ2 using the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimator, estimating σ2 in underdetermined
linear regression models is extremely difficult [21]. This
means that the optimal performance using LASSO and DS in
many practical applications involving Gaussian noise1 is not
possible. Even if the noise variance is known, an amount of
subjectivity is involved in fixing the tuning parameters. SBL
on the other hand involves a non convex optimization problem
which is solved using the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm and hence the solution depend on the initialization
values of EM algorithm. Likewise, algorithms like CoSaMP,
SP etc. requires a priori knowledge of sparsity level k0 which
is rarely available. OMP, which is the focus of this article,
requires either the knowledge of k0 or the knowledge of σ
2 for
1Apart from the Gaussian noise model considered in this paper, two other
noise models popular in literature are l2 bounded noise (‖w‖2 < ǫ2) and l∞
bounded noise (‖w‖∞ < ǫ∞). The optimal performance of aforementioned
algorithms in these models requires the knowledge of parameters ǫ2 and ǫ∞
which are also difficult to estimate.
2optimal performance. Hence, in many practical applications,
the statistician is forced to choose ad hoc values of tuning
parameters for which no performance guarantees are available.
A popular alternative is based on techniques like cross vali-
dation which can deliver reasonably good performance at the
expense of significantly high computational complexity [21]–
[23]. Further, cross validation is also known to be ineffective
for support recovery problems [23].
A. Tuning parameter free sparse recovery.
The literature on tuning parameter free sparse recovery
procedure is new in comparison with the literature on sparse
recovery algorithms like OMP, LASSO, DS etc. A seminal
contribution in this field is the square root LASSO [24]
algorithm which estimate β by
βˆ = argmin
b
‖y−Xb‖2 + λ‖b‖1 (3)
For optimal MSE performance λ can be set independent of σ2
thereby overcoming a major drawback of LASSO. However,
the choice of λ is still subjective with little guidelines. The
high SNR behaviour of PE for square root LASSO is not
reported in the literature. Another interesting development in
this area is the development of sparse iterative covariance-
based estimation, popularly called as SPICE [25]. SPICE is a
convex optimization based algorithm that is completely devoid
of any hyper parameters. The relationship between SPICE
and techniques like LAD-LASSO, square root LASSO and
LASSO are derived in [26], [27]. Another tuning parameter
free algorithm called LIKES which is closely related to SPICE
is proposed in [28]. Another interesting contribution in this
area is the derivation of analytical properties of the non
negative least squares (NNLS) estimator
βˆ = argmin
b≥0p
‖y −Xb‖22 (4)
in [29] which points to the superior performance of NNLS in
terms of MSE. However, the NNLS estimate is applicable only
to the cases where the sign pattern of β is known a priori.
Existing literature on tuning free sparse recovery has many
disadvantages. In particular, all these techniques are com-
putationally complex in comparison with simple algorithms
like OMP, CoSaMP etc. Notwithstanding the connections
established between algorithms like SPICE and LASSO, the
performance guarantees of SPICE are not well established.
B. Robust regression in the presence of sparse outliers.
In addition to the recovery of sparse signals in underde-
termined linear regression models (which is the main focus
of this article), we also consider a regression model widely
popular in robust statistics called sparse outlier model. Here
we consider the regression model
y = Xβ +w + g, (5)
where X ∈ Rn×p is a full rank design matrix with n > p or
n ≫ p, regression vector β may or may not be sparse and
inlier noise w ∼ N (0n, σ2In). The outlier noise g represents
the large errors in the regression equation that are not modelled
by the inlier noise distribution. In many cases of practical
interest, g is modelled as sparse, i.e., nout = |supp(g)| ≪ n.
However, the non zero entries in g can take large values,
i.e., ‖g‖∞ can be potentially high. Algorithms from robust
statistics like Hubers’ M-est [30] were used to solve this
problem. Recently, a number of algorithms that utilizes the
sparse nature of g like the convex optimization based [31],
[32], SBL based [33], OMP based greedy algorithm for robust
de-noising (GARD) [34] etc. are shown to estimate β more
efficiently than the robust statistics based techniques. Just like
the case of sparse regression, algorithms proposed for robust
estimation in the presence of sparse outliers also require tuning
parameters that are subjective and dependent on inlier noise
variance σ2 (which is difficult to estimate).
C. Contribution of this article.
This article makes the following contributions to the CS
literature. We propose a novel way of using the popular OMP
called tuning free OMP (TF-OMP) which does not require a
priori knowledge of sparsity level k0 or noise variance σ
2 and
is completely devoid of any tuning parameters. We analytically
establish that the TF-OMP can recover the true support I in l2
bounded noise (‖w‖2 ≤ ǫ2) if the matrixX satisfy either exact
recovery condition (ERC) [13], mutual incoherence condition
(MIC) [14] or the restricted isometry condition in [35] and the
minimum non zero value βmin = min
k∈I
|βk| is large enough.
It is important to note that the conditions imposed on design
matrix X for successful support recovery using TF-OMP is
no more stringent than the results available [14], [15], [35]
in literature for OMP with a priori knowledge of k0 or noise
variance σ2. Under the same set of conditions on matrix X,
TF-OMP is shown to achieve high SNR consistency [20],
[36], [37] in Gaussian noise, i.e., PE → 0 as σ2 → 0.
This is the first time a tuning free CS algorithm is shown to
achieve high SNR consistency. As mentioned before, GARD
for estimation in the presence of sparse outliers is closely
related to OMP. We extend the operating principle behind TF-
OMP to GARD and develop a modified version of GARD
called TF-GARD which is devoid of tuning parameters and
does not require the knowledge of inlier noise variance σ2.
Both proposed algorithms, viz. TF-OMP and TF-GARD are
numerically shown to achieve highly competitive performance
in comparison with a broad class of existing algorithms over
a number of experiments.
D. Notations used.
col(X) the column space of X. XT is the transpose and
X† = (XTX)−1XT is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of
X (if X has full column rank). PX = XX
† is the projection
matrix onto col(X). XJ denotes the sub-matrix of X formed
using the columns indexed by J . Xi,j is the [i, j]th entry
of X. If X is clear from the context, we use the shorthand
PJ for PXJ . Both aJ and a(J ) denotes the entries of a
indexed by J . χ2j is a central chi square distribution with j
degrees of freedom (d.o.f). CN (u,C) is a complex Gaussian
R.V with mean u and covariance matrixC. a ∼ b implies that
3Step 1:- Initialize the residual r(0) = y. βˆ = 0p,
Support estimate J 0 = φ, Iteration counter k = 1;
Step 2:- Find the column most correlated with the current
residual r(k−1), i.e., tk = argmax
t∈{1,...,p}
|XTt r
(k−1)|.
Step 3:- Update support estimate: J k = J k−1 ∪ tk .
Step 4:- Estimate β using current support: βˆ(J k) = X†
J k
y.
Step 5:- Update residual: r(k) = y −Xβˆ = (In −PJ k )y.
Step 6:- Increment k. k ← k + 1.
Step 7:- Repeat Steps 2-6, until stopping condition (SC) is met.
Output:- Iˆ = J k and βˆ.
TABLE I: Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
a and b are identically distributed. ‖A‖m,l = max‖x‖m=1‖Ax‖l
is the (m, l)th matrix norm. [p] denotes the set {1, . . . , p}. ⌊x⌋
denotes the floor function. φ represents the null set. For any
two index sets J1 and J2, the set difference J1/J2 = {j :
j ∈ J1&j /∈ J2}. For any index set J ⊆ [p], J C denotes
the complement of J with respect to [p]. f(n) = O(g(n)) iff
lim
n→∞
f(n)
g(n) <∞.
E. Organization of this article:-
Section II discuss existing literature on OMP. Section III
present TF-OMP. Section IV presents the performance guar-
antees for TF-OMP. Section V discuss TF-GARD algorithm.
Section VI presents the numerical simulations.
II. OMP: PRIOR ART
The proposed tuning parameter free sparse recovery algo-
rithm is based on OMP. OMP is a greedy procedure to perform
sparsity constrained least square minimization. OMP starts
with a null model and add columns to current support that
is most correlated with the current residual. An algorithmic
description of OMP is given in TABLE I. The performance
of OMP is determined by the properties of the measurement
matrix X, ambient SNR, sparsity of β (k0) and stopping
condition (SC). We first describe the properties of X that are
conducive for sparse recovery using OMP.
A. Qualifiers for design matrix X.
When n < p, the linear equation y = Xβ has infinitely
many possible solutions. Hence the support recovery problem
is ill-posed even in the noiseless case. To uniquely recover
the k0-sparse vector β, the measurement matrix X has to
satisfy certain well known regularity conditions. A plethora
of sufficient conditions including restricted isometry property
(RIP) [6], [15], mutual incoherence condition (MIC) [7], [14],
exact recovery condition (ERC) [7], [13] etc. are discussed in
the literature. We first describe the ERC.
Definition 1:- A matrix X and a vector β with support
I satisfy ERC if the exact recovery coefficient erc(X, I) =
max
j /∈I
‖X†IXj‖1 satisfies erc(X, I) < 1.
It is known that ERC is a sufficient and worst case necessary
condition for accurately recovering I from y = Xβ using
OMP [13]. The same condition with appropriate scaling of
βmin is sufficient for recovery in regression models with
noise [14]. Since ERC involves the unknown support I, it is
impossible to check ERC in practice. Another important metric
used for qualifyingX is the restricted isometry constant (RIC).
RIC of order k denoted by δk is defined as the smallest value
of 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 that satisfies
(1− δ)‖b‖22 ≤ ‖Xb‖22 ≤ (1 + δ)‖b‖22 (6)
for all k-sparse b ∈ Rp. OMP can recover a k0 sparse signal
β in the first k0 iterations if δk0+1 <
1√
k0+1
[15], [35], [38].
In the absence of noise, OMP can recover a k0 sparse β in
[3.8k0] iterations if δ[3.8k0] < 2 × 10−5 [18]. Likewise, it is
possible to recover β in 30k0 iterations if δ31k0 <
1
2
[18]. It
is well known that the computation of RIC is NP-hard. Hence,
mutual coherence, a quantity that can be estimated easily is
widely popular. For a matrix X with unit l2 norm columns,
the mutual coherence is defined as the maximum pair wise
column correlation, i.e.,
µX = max
i6=j
|XTi Xj | (7)
If µX <
1
2k0−1 , then for all k0-sparse vector β, erc(X, I)
can be bounded as erc(X, I) < k0µX1−(k0−1)µX < 1 [13]. Hence,
µX <
1
2k0−1 is a sufficient condition for both noiseless and
noisy sparse recovery using OMP. It is also shown that µX <
1
2k0−1 is a worst case necessary condition for sparse recovery.
B. Stopping conditions for OMP
Most of the theoretical properties of OMP are derived
assuming either the absence of noise [13], [16], [18] or the
a priori knowledge of k0 [15]. In this case OMP iterations
are terminated once k = k0 or ‖r(k)‖2 = 0. When k0 is
not available which is typically the case, one has to rely
on stopping conditions based on the properties of resid-
ual r(k). For example, OMP can be stopped if ‖r(k)‖2 <
σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n) [14], [35] or ‖XT r(k)‖∞ < σ
√
2 log(p)
[14]. Likewise, [39] suggested a SC based on the residual
difference r(k) − r(k−1). The necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for high SNR consistency (PE → 0 as σ2 → 0) of
OMP with residual based SC is derived in [20]. A generalized
likelihood ratio based stopping rule is developed in [40]. In
addition to the subjectivity involved in the choice of SC, all
the above mentioned SC requires the knowledge of σ2. As
explained before, estimating σ2 in underdetermined regression
models is extremely difficult. In the following, we use the
shorthand OMP(k0) for OMP with a priori knowledge of k0
and OMP(σ2) for OMP with SC based on a priori knowledge
of σ2. In the next section, we develop TF-OMP, an OMP based
procedure which does not require the knowledge of either k0
or σ2 for good performance.
4III. TUNING FREE ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT.
In this section, we present the proposed TF-OMP al-
gorithm. This algorithm is based on the statistic t(k) =
‖r(k)‖22
‖r(k−1)‖22
, where r(k) = (In − PJ k)y is the residual in
the kth iteration of OMP. Using the property PJ kPJ k−1y =
PJ k−1PJ ky = PJ k−1y of projection matrices [36], we
have (In − PJ k)(PJ k − PJ k−1) = On, where On is the
n × n zero matrix. This implies that ‖(In − PJ k−1)y‖22 =
‖(In−PJ k)y‖22 + ‖(PJ k −PJ k−1)y‖22. Hence, t(k) can be
rewritten as
t(k) =
‖(In −PJ k)y‖22
‖(In −PJ k)y‖22 + ‖(PJ k −PJ k−1)y‖22
(8)
Since the residual norms are non decreasing, i.e., ‖r(k+1)‖2 ≤
‖r(k)‖2, we always have 0 ≤ t(k) ≤ 1. This statistic
exhibits an interesting behaviour which is the core of our
proposed technique, i.e., TF-OMP. Consider running OMP
for a number of iterations kmax > k0 such that neither
the matrices {XJ k}kmaxk=1 are rank deficient nor the residuals
{r(k)}kmaxk=0 are zero. Then t(k) varies in the following manner
for 1 ≤ k ≤ kmax.
Case 1:-). When J k ⊂ I:- Then both (In − PJ k)y and
(PJ k −PJ k−1)y contains contributions from signal Xβ and
noisew. Since both numerator and denominator contains noise
and signal terms, it is less likely that t(k) takes very low
values.
Case 2).When J k ⊇ I for the first time:- In this case
(In −PJ k)Xβ = 0n and (PJ k −PJ k−1)Xβ 6= 0n. Hence,
numerator has contribution only from the noise w, whereas,
denominator has contributions from both noise and signalXβ.
Hence, if signal strength is sufficiently high or noise level is
low, t(k) will take very low values.
Case 3:- When J k ⊃ I:- In this case both (In−PJ k)Xβ =
0n and (PJ k − PJ k−1)Xβ = 0n. This means that both
numerator and denominator consists only of noise terms and
hence the ratio t(k) will not take very small value even if
noise variance is very low.
To summarize, as SNR improves, the minimal value of t(k)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ kmax will corresponds to that value of k such
that I ⊆ J k for the first time with a very high probability.
This point is illustrated in Fig.1 where a typical realization
of the quantity t(k) is plotted for a matrix signal pair (X,β)
satisfying ERC. The signal β has non zero values ±1 and
k0 = 3. At both SNR=10 dB and SNR=30 dB, the minimum
value is attained at k = 3 which is also the first time I ⊆ J k.
Further, the dip in the value of t(k) at k = 3 becomes more
and more pronounced as SNR increases. This motivate the TF-
OMP algorithm given in TABLE II which try to estimate I by
utilizing the sudden dip in t(k). We now make the following
observations about TF-OMP.
Remark 1. It is important to note that the TF-OMP is designed
to post facto estimate kf , the first k such that such that I ⊆ J k
from a sequence of t(k) related to OMP. Note that kf will
correspond to k0 only when the first k0 iterations are accurate,
i.e., at each of the first k0 iterations, indices belonging to I
are selected by OMP. Only in that situation will the objective
Input:- Observation y, design matrix X.
Step 1:- Run OMP for kmax iterations.
Step 2:- Estimate k∗ = argmin
1≤k≤kmax−1
t(k).
Step 3:- Estimate support as Iˆ = J kmax(1 : k∗).
Estimate β as βˆ(Iˆ) = X†
Iˆ
y and βˆ(IˆC) = 0p−k∗ .
Output:- Support estimate Iˆ and signal estimate βˆ.
TABLE II: Tuning free orthogonal matching pursuit
5 10 15
10−0.6
10−0.5
10−0.4
10−0.3
10−0.2
10−0.1
t(k
)
k
SNR=10dB
5 10 15
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
t(k
)
k
SNR=30dB
Fig. 1: Variation of t(k) vs k for the 32 × 64 matrix X =
[In,Hn] described in Section VI when k0 = 3.
of exact support recovery matches the objective of TF-OMP.
When conditions like RIC, MIC, ERC etc. are satisfied and
SNR is high, it is established in [14], [15], [35] that the first
k0 iterations are correct with a high probability. Under such
circumstances, TF-OMP is trying to estimate I directly.
Remark 2. Next consider the situation where k0 6= kf ,
i.e., the first k0 iterations are not accurate. This situation
happens in coherent design matrices at all SNR and incoherent
dictionaries at low SNR. In this situation, all versions of OMP
including OMP(k0) fail to deliver accurate support recovery.
Indeed, OMP(k0) results in missed discoveries (i.e., failure to
include non zero entries of β in Iˆ) which cause flooring of
MSE as SNR improves. TF-OMP has a qualitatively different
behaviour. Since TF-OMP is trying to estimate kf , it will
produce a support estimate Iˆ ⊃ I provided that ∃ kf > k0 that
satisfies I ⊂ J kf . Such delayed recovery happens quiet often
in coherent dictionaries [18]. In other words, TF-OMP has a
lesser tendency to have missed discoveries, rather it suffers
from false discoveries (including non significant indices in Iˆ).
This tendency can result in a degraded MSE performance for
TF-OMP at low SNR. However, as SNR improves the effect
of false discoveries on MSE decreases, whereas, the effect of
missed discoveries become more predominant. Consequently,
5TF-OMP suffer less from MSE floors in such situations
than OMP(k0). To summarise, when there is no congruency
between k0 and kf , TF-OMP can potentially deliver better
MSE performance than OMP(k0) at least in high SNR.
Remark 3. The only user defined parameter in TF-OMP is
kmax. This can be set independent of the signal β. The
only requirement for efficient operation of TF-OMP is that
kmax > k0, {XJ k}kmaxk=1 are full rank and the residuals
{r(k)}kmaxk=0 are not zero. It is impossible to ascertain a priori
when the matrices become rank deficient or residuals become
zero. Hence, one can set kmax = n (since XJn+1 is rank
deficient w.p.1) initially and terminate iterations when any
of the aforementioned contingencies happen. However, the
maximum value of k0 for a fixed n that can be recovered using
any sparse recovery technique is ⌊n+ 1
2
⌋. This follows from
the fact that Spark of X satisfies spark(X) ≤ n+1 (equality
for equiangular tight frames) and k0 < ⌊spark(X)
2
⌋ is a
necessary condition for sparse recovery using any algorithm
[41]. Hence, instead of kmax = n, it is sufficient to set
kmax = ⌊n
2
⌋ and this is the value of kmax used in our
simulations. Needless to say, if one has a priori knowledge
of maximum value of k0 (not the exact value of k0), kmax
can be set to that value also.
A. Computational complexity of TF-OMP
The computational complexity of TF-OMP with kmax =
⌊n
2
⌋ is O(n2p) which is higher than the O(npk0) complexity
of OMP(k0). This is the cost one has to pay for not knowing
k0 or σ
2 a priori. However, TF-OMP is computationally much
more efficient than either the second order conic programming
(SOCP) or cyclic algorithm based implementation of the
popular tuning free SPICE algorithm [28]. Even the cyclic
algorithm based implementation of SPICE which is claimed
to be computationally efficient (in comparison with SOCP) in
small and medium sized problems involve multiple iterations
and in each iteration it requires the inversion of a n×n matrix
(O(n3) complexity) and a matrix matrix multiplication of
complexityO((n+p)3). It is possible to reduce the complexity
of TF-OMP by producing upper bounds on k0 that is lower
than the kmax = ⌊n
2
⌋ used in TF-OMP. Assuming a priori
knowledge of an upper bound kup ≥ k0 is a significantly
weaker assumption than having exact a priori knowledge of
k0. If one can produce an upper bound kup ≥ k0 satisfying
kup = O(k0), then setting kmax = kup in TF-OMP gives the
OMP(k0) complexity of O(k0np).
For situations where the statistician is completely oblivious
to k0, we propose two low complexity versions of TF-OMP,
viz., QTF-OMP1 (quasi tuning free OMP) and QTF-OMP2
that uses a value of kmax lower than the kmax = ⌊n
2
⌋ used
in TF-OMP. QTF-OMP1 uses kmax = 1 + ⌊
√
n(p− 1)
p− n ⌋
and QTF-OMP2 uses kmax = ⌊n/ log(p)⌋. QTF-OMP1 is
motivated by the fact that the best coherence based guarantee
for OMP extends upto k0 ≤ 1
2
(1 +
1
µX
) and µX for any
n × p matrix satisfies µX ≥
√
p− n
n(p− 1) [41]. Hence, QTF-
OMP1 uses a value of kmax which is two times higher
than the maximum value of k0 that can be covered by the
coherence based guarantees available for OMP. Likewise, the
best known asymptotic guarantee for OMP states that OMP
can recover any k0 sparse signal when (n, p, k0) → ∞ if
n = 2k0(1 + δ) log(p − k0), where δ > 0 is any arbitrary
value [19]. Hence, when p≫ k0, the highest value of k0 one
can reliably detect using OMP asymptotically is
n
2 log(p)
. The
value of kmax used in QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2 is twice of
the aforementioned maximum detectable values of k0 to add
sufficient robustness. The complexity of QTF-OMP1 and QTF-
OMP2 are O
(
np
√
n(p− 1)
p− n
)
and O
(
n2
p
log(p)
)
which is
significantly lower than the O(n2p) complexity of TF-OMP.
Unlike TF-OMP which is completely tuning free, QTF-OMP1
and QTF-OMP2 involves a subjective choice of kmax (though
motivated by theoretical properties). The rest of this article
consider TF-OMP only and in Section VI we demonstrate that
the performance of TF-OMP, QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2 are
similar across multiple experiments.
IV. ANALYSIS OF TF-OMP
In this section we will mathematically analyse various
factors that will influence the performance of TF-OMP. In
particular we discuss the conditions for successful recovery of
a k0-sparse vector in l2 bounded noise ‖w‖2 ≤ ǫ2. Note that
the Gaussian vector w ∼ N (0n, σ2In) is essentially bounded
in the sense that P
(
‖w‖2 > σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n)
)
≤ 1
n
.
Hence with ǫ2 = σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n), this analysis is ap-
plicable to Gaussian noise too. For bounded noise, we define
the SNR as SNRb =
‖Xβ‖22
ǫ22
. We next state and prove a
theorem regarding the successful support recovery by TF-OMP
in bounded noise. Note that the accurate support recovery
automatically translate to a MSE performance equivalent to
that of an oracle with a priori knowledge of support I.
Throughout this section, we use t(k) to denote the ratio
‖r(k)‖2/‖r(k−1)‖2 instead of ‖r(k)‖22/‖r(k−1)‖22.
Theorem 1. For any matrix signal pair (X,β) satisfying ERC,
MIC or RIP with δk0+1 ≤
1√
k0 + 1
, TF-OMP with kmax > k0
will recover the correct support in bounded noise if the SNR
(SNRb) is sufficiently high.
Proof:- The analysis of TF-OMP is based on the fundamen-
tal results developed in the [14] and [35] stated next.
A. A brief review of relevant results from [14] and [35].
Let λmin and λmax denotes the minimum and maximum
eigenvalues of XTIXI respectively.
Lemma 1. If λmin > 0 and erc(X, I) < 1, then the following
statements hold true [14].
A1):- λmin‖βuk‖2 − ǫ2 ≤ ‖r(k)‖2 ≤ λmax‖βuk‖2 + ǫ2, 1 ≤
k ≤ k0. Here uk = I/J k denotes the indices in I that are
6not selected after the kth iteration.
A2):- ǫ2 ≤ βminλmin(1− erc(X, I))
2
implies that the first
k0 iterations are correct, i.e., {t1, . . . , tk0} = I.
A1) shows how to bound the residual norms used in t(k)
based on λmax and λmin. A2) implies that the first k0
iterations of OMP will be correct if SNRb is sufficiently high
and ERC is satisfied. We now state conditions similar to A1)-
A2) in terms of MIC and RIC.
Lemma 2. MIC
(
µX ≤ 1
2k0 − 1
)
implies that erc(X, I) ≤
1− (k0 − 1)µX
1 + (k0 − 1)µX < 1 and 0 < 1 − (k0 − 1)µX < λmin ≤
λmax ≤ 1 + (k0 − 1)µX [13]. Substituting these bounds in
A1) and A2) gives
B1):- (1− (k0 − 1)µX) ‖βuk‖2 − ǫ2 ≤ ‖r(k)‖2 ≤
(1 + (k0 − 1)µX) ‖βuk‖2 + ǫ2, 1 ≤ k ≤ k0.
B2):- ǫ2 ≤ βmin(1− (2k0 − 1)µX)
2
implies that the first k0
iterations are correct, i.e., {t1, . . . , tk0} = I.
Lemma 3. RIC δk0 < 1 implies that 1 − δk0 ≤ λmin ≤
λmax ≤ 1 + δk0 [35]. Substituting this in A1) gives
C1):- (1−δk0)‖βuk‖2−ǫ2 ≤ ‖r(k)‖2 ≤ (1+δk0)‖βuk‖2+ǫ2,
1 ≤ k ≤ k0.
The next statement follows from Theorem 1 of [35].
C2):- If δk0+1 <
1√
k0 + 1
, then ǫ2 ≤
βmin(1 − (
√
k0 + 1)δk0+1)√
1 + δk0+1 + 1
implies that the first k0
iterations are correct.
Since the analysis based on erc(X, I) and {λmin, λmax}
are more general than MIC or RIC, we explain TF-OMP using
erc(X, I) and {λmin, λmax}. However, as outlined in B1)-
B2) and C1)-C2), this analysis can be easily replaced by µX
and {δk0 , δk0+1}.
B. Sufficient conditions for sparse recovery using TF-OMP
The successful recovery of support of β using TF-OMP
requires the simultaneous occurrence of the events E1)-E3)
given below.
E1). The first k0 iterations are correct, i.e., {t1, . . . , tk0} = I.
E2). t(k) > t(k0), for 1 ≤ k ≤ k0 − 1.
E3). t(k) > t(k0), for k0 + 1 ≤ k ≤ kmax.
E1) implies that OMP with a priori knowledge of k0, i.e.,
OMP(k0) can perform exact sparse recovery, whereas, E2) and
E3) implies that TF-OMP will be free from missed and false
discoveries respectively. Note that the condition A2) implies
that the event E1) occurs as long as λmin > 0, erc(X, I) < 1
and ǫ2 is below a particular level ǫ
a given by
ǫa =
βminλmin(1− erc(X, I))
2
. (9)
Next we consider the events E2) and E3) assuming that the
noise w satisfies ‖w‖2 ≤ ǫa, i.e., E1) is true. To establish
t(k0) < t(k) for k 6= k0, we produce an upper bound on t(k0)
and lower bounds on t(k) for k 6= k0 and show that the upper
bound on t(k0) is lower than the lower bound on t(k) for k 6=
k0 at high SNR. We first consider the event E2). Since all k0
entries in β are selected in the first k0 iterations u
k0 = φ and
hence ‖βuk0 ‖2 = 0. Likewise, only one entry in β is left out
after k0 − 1 iterations. Hence, |uk0−1| = 1 and ‖βuk0−1‖2 ≥
βmin. Substituting these values in A1) of Lemma 1, we have
‖r(k0)‖2 ≤ ǫ2 and ‖r(k0−1)‖2 ≥ λminβmin−ǫ2. Hence, t(k0)
is bounded by
t(k0) =
‖r(k0)‖2
‖r(k0−1)‖2 ≤
ǫ2
λminβmin − ǫ2 , ∀ǫ2 < ǫ
a. (10)
Next we lower bound t(k) for k < k0. Note that βuk−1 =
βuk + βuk−1/uk after appending enough zeros in appropriate
locations. Further, ‖βuk−1/uk‖2 = |βuk−1/uk | ≤ βmax, where
βmax = max
k∈I
|βk|. Applying triangle inequality to βuk−1 =
βuk + βuk−1/uk gives the bound
‖βuk−1‖2 ≤ ‖βuk‖2+ ‖βuk−1/uk‖2 ≤ ‖βuk‖2 +βmax (11)
Applying (11) in t(k) gives
t(k) =
‖r(k)‖2
‖r(k−1)‖2 ≥
λmin‖βuk‖2 − ǫ2
λmax‖βuk−1‖2 + ǫ2
≥ λmin‖βuk‖2 − ǫ2
λmax(‖βuk‖2 + βmax) + ǫ2
(12)
for k < k0 and ǫ2 ≤ ǫa. The R.H.S of (12) can be rewritten
as
λmin‖βuk‖2 − ǫ2
λmax(‖βuk‖2 + βmax) + ǫ2
=
λmin
λmax

1−
ǫ2
λmin
+
ǫ2
λmax
+ βmax
‖βuk‖2 + βmax +
ǫ2
λmax


(13)
From (13) it is clear that the R.H.S of (12) decreases with
decreasing ‖βuk‖2. Note that the minimum value of ‖βuk‖2
is βmin itself. This leads to an even smaller lower bound on
t(k) for k < k0 given by
t(k) ≥ λminβmin − ǫ2
λmax(βmax + βmin) + ǫ2
, ∀k < k0 and ǫ2 < ǫa.
(14)
For E2) to happen it is sufficient that the lower bound on t(k)
for k < k0 is larger than the upper bound on t(k0), i.e.,
λminβmin − ǫ2
λmax(βmax + βmin) + ǫ2
≥ ǫ2
λminβmin − ǫ2 . (15)
This will happen if ǫ2 ≤ ǫb, where
ǫb =
λminβmin
1 + 2
λmax
λmin
+
λmax
λmin
βmax
βmin
. (16)
In words, whenever ǫ2 ≤ min(ǫa, ǫb), TF-OMP will not have
any missed discoveries.
Next we consider the event E3) and assume again that
ǫ2 < ǫ
a. Since, the first k0 iterations are correct, (In −
Pk)y = (In − Pk)w for k ≥ k0. Note that the quantity
t(k) =
‖(I−Pk)w‖2
‖(I−Pk−1)w‖2 is independent of the scaling factor
ǫ2. Hence, define the quantity
Γ(X,A) = min
k0<k≤kmax
‖z‖2=1
‖(I−Pk)z‖2
‖(I−Pk−1)z‖2 . (17)
7where A = {tk0 , . . . , tkmax} ⊂ {1, . . . , p} is an ordered set
representing the indices selected by OMP. By the definition of
Γ(X,A), t(k) ≥ Γ(X,A), ∀k > k0. Γ(X,A) is a random
variable depending on the indices A = {tk0 , . . . , tkmax}
which depends on the noise vector w. However, w influences
Γ(X,A) only through A. Since {Pk}kmaxk=k0+1 depends on
w, it is difficult to characterize Γ(X,A). TF-OMP stops
before r(k) = 0n deterministically and hence it is true that
Γ(X,A) > γA > 0 for each of the possible realization of
w or equivalently, each possible realization A. Further, the
set of all possible A denoted by A˜ is large, but finite. This
implies that Γ(X, I) = min
A∈A˜
Γ(X,A) ≥ min
A∈A˜
γA > 0. This
implies that t(k) ≥ Γ(X, I) > 0 with probability one for all
k > k0 and Γ(X, I) is independent of ǫ2. At the same time,
the bound t(k0) ≤ ǫ2
λminβmin − ǫ2 on t(k0) decreases to zero
with decreasing ǫ2. Hence, ∃ǫc > 0 given by
ǫc =
λminβminΓ(X, I)
1 + Γ(X, I) (18)
such that t(k0) < t(k) for all k > k0 whenever ǫ2 <
min(ǫa, ǫc). In words, TF-OMP will not make false discov-
eries whenever ǫ2 < min(ǫ
a, ǫc). Combining all the required
conditions, we can see that TF-OMP will recover the correct
support whenever 0 < ǫ2 < ǫmin = min(ǫ
a, ǫb, ǫc). In words,
for any support I satisfying ERC, ∃SNRIb < ∞, such that
TF-OMP will recover I whenever SNRb > SNRIb . Hence
proved. 
We now make some remarks about the performance of TF-
OMP.
Remark 4. The conditions on the matrix support pair (X, I)
for the successful support recovery using TF-OMP is exactly
same as the MIC, ERC and RIC based conditions outlined
for OMP(σ2) and OMP(k0). From the expressions of ǫb in
(16) and ǫc in (18), it is difficult to ascertain whether the
min(ǫb, ǫc) < ǫa. In other words, it is difficult to state whether
the required SNR for successful recovery using TF-OMP is
higher than that required for OMP(k0) or OMP(σ
2). However,
extensive numerical simulations indicate that except in the very
low SNR regime, TF-OMP performs very closely compared
to OMP(k0). This comparatively poor performance at low
SNR can be directly attributed to the lack of knowledge of
k0 or σ
2. Note that the analysis in this article is worst case
and qualitative in nature. Deriving exact conditions on ǫ2 for
successful recovery will be more difficult and is not pursued
in this article.
Remark 5. The bound (16) involves the term
βmax
βmin
in the
denominator. In particular, (16) implies that the noise level
that allows for successful recovery, i.e., ǫmin decreases with
increasing
βmax
βmin
. This is the main qualitative difference
between TF-OMP and the results in [14] and [38] available
for OMP(σ2) and OMP(k0). This term can be attributed to the
sudden fall in the residual power when a “very significant”
entry in β is covered by OMP at an intermediate iteration
which mimic the fall in residual power when the “last” entry
in β is selected in the k0 iteration. Note that the later fall in
residual power is what TF-OMP trying to detect. The main
implication of this result is that the TF-OMP will be lesser
effective while recovering β with significant variations (high
βmax
βmin
ratio) than in recovering signals with lesser variations.
C. High SNR consistency of TF-OMP in Gaussian noise.
The high SNR consistency of variable selection techniques
in Gaussian noise has received considerable attention in signal
processing community recently [20], [36], [37], [42]. High
SNR consistency is formally defined as follows.
Definition:- A support recovery technique is high SNR consis-
tent iff the probability of support recovery error (PE) satisfies
lim
σ2→0
PE = 0.
The following lemma stated and proved in [20] establish the
necessary and sufficient condition for the high SNR consis-
tency of OMP and LASSO.
Lemma 4. LASSO in (2) is high SNR consistent for any matrix
signal pair (X,β) satisfying ERC if lim
σ2→0
λ = 0 and lim
σ2→0
λ
σ
=
∞. OMP with SC that terminate iterations when ‖r(k)‖2 ≤ γ
or ‖XT r(k)‖∞ ≤ γ are high SNR consistent if lim
σ2→0
γ = 0
and lim
σ2→0
γ
σ
=∞.
Lemma 4 implies that LASSO and OMP with residual based
SC are high SNR consistent iff the tuning parameters are
adapted according to σ2. In particular, Lemma 4 implies that
widely used parameters for LASSO like λ = σ
√
2 log(p)
in [8] and OMP SC with γ = σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n) are
inconsistent at high SNR. In the following theorem, we state
and prove the high SNR consistency of TF-OMP. To the best
of our knowledge no CS algorithm is shown to achieve high
SNR consistency in the absence of knowledge of σ2.
Theorem 2. TF-OMP is high SNR consistent for any matrix
signal pair (X,β) that satisfy ERC.
Proof. From the analysis of Section IV-B, we know that TF-
OMP recover the correct support whenever ‖w‖2 < ǫmin,
where ǫmin > 0 is a function of βmin,βmax and support I.
Hence, P(Iˆ = I) satisfies P(Iˆ = I) ≥ P(‖w‖22 ≤ ǫ2min) =
P(
‖w‖22
σ2
≤ ǫ
2
min
σ2
). Note that T =
‖w‖22
σ2
∼ χ2n. Also the
distribution of T is independent of σ2. Further, T is bounded
in probability in the sense that lim
l→∞
P(T < al) = 1 for any
sequence al →∞. All these implies that
lim
σ2→0
P(Iˆ = I) ≥ lim
σ2→0
P(T <
ǫ2min
σ2
) = 1. (19)
Hence proved.
V. TUNING FREE ROBUST LINEAR REGRESSION IN THE
PRESENCE OF SPARSE OUTLIERS
Throughout this article we have considered a linear regres-
sion model y = Xβ + w where β is a sparse vector and
w ∼ N (0n, σ2In) is the noise. In this section we consider a
different regression model
y = Xβ +w + g (20)
8Input:- Observed vector y, Design Matrix X and SC.
Initialization:- A(0) = X, r(0) = (In −PA(0) )y. k=1.
Repeat Steps 1-4 until SC is met.
Step 1:- Identify the strongest residual in r(k−1), i.e.,
jk = argmax
j=1,...,n
|r
(k−1)
j |.
Step 2:- Update the matrix A(k) = [A(k−1) ejk ].
Step 3:- Jointly estimate β and gj1 , . . . , gjk as
[βˆT [gˆj1 , . . . , gˆjk ]]
T = A(k)
†
y.
Step 4:- Update the residual r(k) = (In −PA(k) )y.
k ← k + 1.
Output:- Signal estimate βˆ.
TABLE III: Greedy algorithm for robust de-noising. ek ∈ Rn
is the kth column of n× n identity matrix In.
where X ∈ Rn×p is a full rank design matrix with n > p
or n ≫ p, regression vector β may or may not be sparse
and the inlier noise w ∼ N (0n, σ2In). The outlier noise g
represents the large errors in the regression equation that is
not modelled using the inlier noise distribution. In addition to
SNR, this regression model also require signal to interference
ratio (SIR) given by
SIR =
‖Xβ‖22
‖g‖22
. (21)
to quantify the impact of outliers. In many cases of practical
interest g is modelled as sparse, i.e., nout = |supp(g)| ≪ n.
However, g can have very large power, i.e., SIR can be very
low [30]–[33]. A classic example of this is channel estimation
in OFDM systems in the presence of narrow band interference
[43]. In spite of the full rank of X, traditional least squares
(LS) estimate of β given by βˆ = X†y is highly inefficient
in terms of MSE. An algorithm called greedy algorithm for
robust de-noising (GARD) [34] which is very closely related
to the OMP algorithm discussed in this paper was proposed in
[34] for such scenarios. An algorithmic description of GARD
is given in TABLE III.
GARD can be considered as applying OMP to identify the
significant entries in g after nullifying the signal component
Xβ in the regression equation by projecting y onto a subspace
orthogonal to the column span of X. Just like OMP, the key
component in GARD is the SC. One can stop GARD when
nout (which is unknown a priori) iterations are performed or
when the residual ‖r(k)‖2 falls below a predefined threshold.
However, setting the threshold requires the knowledge of
σ2. We use the shorthand GARD(nout) and GARD(σ
2) to
represent these schemes. However, producing high quality
estimate of σ2 in the presence of outliers is also a difficult task.
Further, there exists a level of subjectivity in the choice of this
threshold even if σ2 is known. A better strategy would be to
produce a version of GARD free of any tuning parameters.
Input:- Observed vector y, Design matrix X
Step 1:- Run GARD for kmax iterations.
Step 2:- Identify kf as kˆf = argmin
1≤k≤kmax
t(k).
Step 3:- Jointly estimate β and gj1 , . . . ,gjkˆf
as
[βˆT [gˆj1 , . . . , gˆjkˆf
]]T = A(kˆf )
†
y.
Output:- Signal estimate βˆ.
TABLE IV: Tuning free GARD
The principle developed for TF-OMP can be used in
GARD also. To explain this, consider the statistic t(k) =
‖r(k)‖22
‖r(k−1)‖22
and let kf be the first iteration at which supp(g) ⊆
[j1, . . . , jkf ]. For all k < kf , r
(k) contains contributions from
the outlier g, whereas for all k > kg, r
(k) has contributions
from noise only. Hence, if entries in g are sufficiently large in
comparison with noise level σ2, just like in the case of OMP,
t(k) experience a sudden dip at kf . The algorithm given in
TABLE IV identify this dip and deliver high quality estimate
of β without having any tuning parameter.
Remark 6. The only parameter to be specified in TF-GARD
is the maximum iterations kmax. The maximum number of
iterations possible before the matrices A(k) becoming rank
deficient is n−p. Note that the objective of sparse outlier mod-
elling is to model few number of gross errors that cannot be
modelled by inlier noise. In other words, the model implicitly
assumes that nout ≪ n. Further, the Cospark based analysis in
[44] reveals that the maximum number of outliers nout that can
be tolerated satisfies nout ≤ ⌊Cospark(X)
2
⌋ and Cospark(X)
satisfies Cospark(X) ≤ n − p + 1. Taking these ideas into
consideration, we fix kmax to be ⌊n− p+ 1
2
⌋. In any case,
one should stop before the matrix A(k) is rank deficient or
residual r(k) is zero.
A detailed analysis of TF-GARD is not given in this article.
However, following the similarities between OMP and GARD,
we conjecture that the TF-GARD recover the support of g
under the same set of conditions used in [34] albeit at a
higher SNR than GARD itself. Numerical simulations indicate
that the performance of TF-GARD is highly competitive with
the performance of GARD(nout) and GARD(σ
2) over a wide
range of SNR and SIR.
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of
techniques proposed in this paper viz, TF-OMP and TF-GARD
and provide insights into the strengths and shortcomings of the
same. First we consider the case of TF-OMP. We compare the
performance of TF-OMP with that of OMP(k0), OMP(σ
2),
LASSO [8] and SPICE [25], [28]. Among these, LASSO
and OMP(σ2) are provided with noise variance σ2. OMP(σ2)
stop iterations when ‖r(k)‖2 ≤ σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n) [14].
9LASSO in (2) uses the value λ = 2σ
√
2 log(p) proposed
in [8]. To remove the bias in LASSO estimate, we re-
estimate the non zero entries in LASSO estimate using LS.
As mentioned before, SPICE is a tuning free algorithm. We
implement SPICE using the cyclic algorithm proposed in
[28]. The iterations in cyclic algorithm is terminated once the
difference in the norm of quantity pi in successive iterations
are dropped below 10−6. As observed in [27], SPICE results in
biased estimate. To de-bias the SPICE estimate, we collect the
coefficients in the SPICE estimate that comprises 95% of the
energy and re-estimate these entries using LS. This estimate
denoted by SPICE(95%) in figures exhibits highly competitive
performance. All results except the PE vs SNR plot in Fig.2
and the symbol error rate (SER) vs SNR plot in Fig.7 are
presented after 103 iterations. These two plots were produced
after performing 104 iterations. Unless explicitly stated, the
non zero entries of β are fixed at ±1 and the locations of these
non zero entries are randomly permuted in each iteration.
A. Small sample performance of TF-OMP.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of algorithms
when the problem dimensions are small. For this, we consider
a matrix of the form X = [In,Hn], where Hn is the n × n
Hadamard matrix. It is well known that the mutual coherence
of this matrix is given by µ(X) =
1√
n
[41]. Hence,X satisfies
the mutual incoherence property whenever k0 ≤ 1
2
(1 +
√
n).
In our experiments we fix n = 32 and k0 = 3. Note that
p = 2n by construction. For this particular (n, p, k0), MIC
and ERC are satisfied.
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Fig. 2: MSE and PE performance when n = 32 and k0 = 3
for X = [In,Hn].
From Fig.2, it can be observed that the performance of
all algorithms under consideration are equivalent at high
SNR in terms of MSE. At low SNR, OMP(k0) has the best
performance. The performance of TF-OMP is slightly inferior
to OMP(k0) at low SNR, whereas it matches OMP(σ
2) and
LASSO across the entire SNR range. TF-OMP is performing
better in comparison with both versions of SPICE. This is
important considering the fact that SPICE is also a tuning free
algorithm. In terms of support recovery error, OMP(k0) has the
best performance followed closely by TF-OMP. Both LASSO
and OMP(σ2) are inconsistent at high SNR as proved in
[20], whereas TF-OMP is high SNR consistent. This validates
Theorems 1-2 in Section IV. Note that the SPICE estimate
contains a number of very small entries which is an artefact
of termination criteria. Identifying significant entries from this
estimate in the absence of knowledge of β and σ2 is difficult
and is subjective in nature. We have used a 95% energy criteria
to perform this task. However, unlike the MSE performance,
we have observed that the PE of SPICE(α%) depends cru-
cially on α. We choose 95% percent mainly because it gave
a very good MSE performance. As one can observe from
Fig.2, SPICE(95%) is also high SNR consistent. However,
with a different choice of α one can possibly improve the PE
performance. OMP based algorithms being step wise in nature
will not have this problem.
B. Large sample performance of TF-OMP.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of algorithms
a).When both p and k0 are fixed and n is increasing and
b).When p is fixed and both n and k0 are increasing.
The matrix X for this purpose is generated by sampling
X(i, j) i.i.d from a N (0, 1) distribution. Later the columns
of X are normalised to unit l2 norm. For the fixed sparsity
and increasing n case, all algorithms under consideration
except SPICE achieves similar performance. As the number
of samples n increase, the MSE improves for all algorithms.
In the second case, the sparsity k0 is increased linearly with n.
From the R.H.S of Fig.3 one can observe that the performance
of OMP(k0), LASSO and TF-OMP matches across the n/p
ratio under consideration. In particular TF-OMP outperforms
both SPICE(95%) and OMP(σ2).
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Fig. 3: MSE performance when p = 500, SNR=10 dB and X
is a Gaussian random matrix.
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C. Performance of TF-OMP in signals with high
βmax/βmin.
The analysis in Section IV pointed to a deteriorated perfor-
mance of TF-OMP when βmax/βmin is large. In this section
we evaluate this performance degradation numerically. The
matrix under consideration is same the 32 × 64 matrix used
in Section VI.A. The sparsity is fixed at k0 = 3. However,
the magnitude of non zero entries of β are [a, aα, aα2] and
the signs are random as before. As the value of α decreases
the variation βmax/βmin increases. a and α are fixed such
that ‖β‖2 is same as the case when the non zero entries
were ±1, i.e., no decay. It is clear from Fig.4 that the
performance of TF-OMP indeed deteriorate when non zero
entries are decaying and the degradation becomes more and
more severe as the decaying factor α decreases. However, as
SNR increases the performance of TF-OMP still matches the
performance of OMP(k0). This again validate Theorem 2, this
time for exponentially decaying signals. The other tuning free
algorithm under consideration, i.e., SPICE(95%) also performs
poorly in the presence of high βmax/βmin. Further, unlike
TF-OMP, the performance of SPICE(95%) is not improving
with increasing SNR.
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Fig. 4: MSE performance whenX = [In,Hn], n = 32, k0 = 3
and non zero entries in β are exponentially decaying.
D. Performance of TF-OMP in the presence of correlated
random design matrices
The performance analysis of TF-OMP was conducted under
the assumption of MIC and ERC. In this section, we study
the performance of TF-OMP in coherent design matrices
where these assumptions are no longer valid. For this purpose
we generated random matrices with n = 32 and p = 64
such that all columns Xi have unit l2 norm and correlation
between Xi and Xj equals ρ
|i−j|. As the correlation factor
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 increases, the correlation between the columns
in X also increases. β has k0 = 3 non zero entries which
are ±1. It can be seen from Fig.5 that the performance of
all algorithms under consideration degrade with increasing
correlation. However, the performance of TF-OMP is much
better than OMP(k0). This can be attributed to the fact that in
highly coherent dictionaries OMP is less likely to cover I in
exactly k0 iterations. At the same time TF-OMP can estimate
a superset of entries in β containing I as long as OMP
can cover I within n/2 iterations. LASSO and SPICE(95%)
have the best performance. The performance of TF-OMP and
SPICE(95%) are similar in the moderate SNR regime except
when correlation factor is very high ρ = 0.75. However, all
algorithms perform poorly at this level of correlation. In fact
the MSE of SPICE(95%) at ρ = 0.75 is approximately 12 dB
worse than the MSE at ρ = 0. To summarize, this experiment
demonstrate the ability of TF-OMP to perform better than
OMP(k0) when the design matrix is coherent.
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Fig. 5: MSE performance when X is highly coherent.
E. Performance of low complexity versions of TF-OMP
Fig.6 compare the performance of low complexity versions
of QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2 with that of TF-OMP and
OMP(k0). ERC matrix in Fig.6 denotes simulation setting
considered in Section VI.A and random matrix denotes the
simulation setting in Section VI.B. It can be seen that the
performance of QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2 closely matches
the performance of TF-OMP and OMP(k0) in the ERC matrix,
in random matrix with k0 = 10 and k0 = ⌊0.05n⌋. When
k0 = ⌊0.1n⌋, it can be seen that the performance of QTF-
OMP1 is poorer than the performance of other algorithms
when n/p is low. This is because of the fact that kmax of
QTF-OMP1 at low n/p is lower than k0 = ⌊0.1n⌋ which
results in poorer performance. However, k0 is too high in that
experiment and all algorithms under consideration performs
poorly. We tabulate the number of iterations of concerned
algorithms when p = 500 and n increases from 100 to 450 in
TABLE V. It can be seen that QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2
requires significantly lower number of iterations in comparison
with TF-OMP. To summarize, it is possible to achieve a
performance similar to that of TF-OMP with significantly
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n 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
TF-OMP 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
QTF-OMP1 12 15 19 23 28 35 45 68
QTF-OMP2 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
TABLE V: Number of OMP iterations in TF-OMP, QTF-
OMP1 and QTF-OMP2
lower computational complexity using QTF-OMP1 and QTF-
OMP2.
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Fig. 6: MSE performance of QTF-OMP1 and QTF-OMP2.
F. Compressive Sensing Based MIMO Detection
Next we consider a practical application of TF-OMP in the
CS based multiple input multiple output (MIMO) detection
framework proposed in [45] and [46]. Consider a MIMO
model y = Hx + w with Nr receiver antennas and Nt
transmitter antennas. The channel matrix H ∼ CNr×Nt is
assumed to have i.i.d CN (0, 1) entries and is known com-
pletely at receiver. The transmitted vector x is modulated
using QPSK symbols (i.e., xj = ±1± i) and the noise vector
w ∼ CN (0n, σ2In). Since ML decoding of large scale MIMO
systems are NP-hard, low complexity sub optimal detectors
are widely preferred. Let xˆ be an estimate of x using a low
complexity MIMO detector. Then it is argued in [45] and [46]
that the error vector e = x − xˆ is sparse in the moderate to
high SNR regime, i.e., ‖e‖0 ≪ Nt. Hence one can estimate
e from the regression model y˜ = y − Hxˆ = He + w
using CS algorithms and this post processing can be used
to correct the error in xˆ and improve the SER=P(x 6= xˆ)
performance. This framework is generic in the sense that any
CS algorithm can be used for CS stage and any algorithm can
be used to produce the preliminary estimate xˆ. Even though
this technique is applicable to both overdetermined Nr ≥ Nt
and underdetermined Nr < Nt MIMO systems, [45] and [46]
considered only the Nr ≥ Nt case and assumed that the noise
variance σ2 is known. Further to implement the CS stage, it
was assumed that the number of errors k0 = ‖e‖0 ≤ 0.15Nt.
In this section, we apply TF-OMP for detection in both
underdetermined and overdetermined MIMO systems. In both
cases σ2 is assumed to be unknown. “Algorithm 1+Algorithm
2” in Fig.7 represents the performance of CS based MIMO
detection with Algorithm 1 in first stage and Algorithm 2 in
second stage. In the overdetermined MIMO case shown in the
L.H.S of Fig.7, we use the LMMSE estimator in the first stage
[45], [46]. Here, one can estimate σ2 using ML estimate of
σ2 (denoted by σ˜2) and this estimate is used in implementing
both LMMSE and OMP(σ˜2) algorithms. From the L.H.S of
Fig.7 it is clear that the performance of LMMSE+TF-OMP
closely matches the performance of LMMSE+OMP(σ˜2) and
LMMSE+OMP(k0).
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Fig. 7: SER performance of TF-OMP based MIMO detection.
A more interesting case is detection in underdetermined
MIMO systems where σ2 is non estimable. Hence, both
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 must not depend on σ2. This
means that the LMMSE estimator considered in [45] and [46]
cannot be applied in underdetermined MIMO models in the
absence of prior knowledge of σ2. We use the widely popular
convex relaxation detector (CRD) which estimate the entries
of xr = [real(x)
T , imag(x)T ]T in the real valued equivalent
MIMO model yr = Hrxr +wr using [47]
xˆr = argmin
z∈R2Nt ,−1≤zi≤1
‖yr −Hrz‖22. (22)
We implemented this optimization problem using the “lsqlin”
function in MATLAB. Later we produce the preliminary
estimate xˆ by quantizing xˆr(1 : Nt)+ixˆr(Nt+1 : 2Nt). From
the R.H.S of Fig.7 it is clear that CDR+TF-OMP significantly
outperforms CDR as SNR improves. Further, the performance
of CDR+TF-OMP is very close to that of CDR+OMP(k0).
This good performance is achieved without assuming anything
about k0 and without knowing σ
2. This demonstrate that
TF-OMP can be considered as an algorithm of choice for
implementing the CS stage in the framework proposed in [45]
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and [46] for underdetermined MIMO detection systems when
σ2 is unknown.
G. Performance of TF-GARD
Recall the linear regression model with sparse outlier given
by y = Xβ +w + g, where w ∼ N (0n, σ2In) is the inlier
and g is the sparse outlier. The matrix X ∈ Rn×p is generated
by i.i.d sampling from N (0, 1) and later normalised to have
unit l2 norm. All entries of β are non zero and generated
i.i.d according to N (0, 1). We fix n = 250 and p = 30.
The non zero entries of g have magnitude
√
‖Xβ‖22
noutSIR
with
random signs. In figures Fig.8 and Fig.9, “WO” represent the
performance of LS estimate of β in the absence of outliers
and “LS” represents the performance of LS estimate in the
presence of outliers. In effect “WO” is the best performance
one can hope for. GARD(σ2) is the version of GARD which
stops iterations when the residual drop below ǫgard, a bound on
‖w‖2. This is the tuning parameter for GARD(σ2). We fix the
value of ǫgard at ǫgard = σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n). Note that for
w ∼ N (0n, σ2In), P
(
‖w‖2 > σ
√
n+ 2
√
n log(n)
)
≤ 1
n
[14] and hence this stopping rule is highly accurate. M-est
use Tukey’s bi-weight estimator and is implemented using the
MATLAB function “robustfit” with default settings [30]. This
is also a tuning free robust algorithm.
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Fig. 8: MSE performance for fixed SIR, nout and varying
SNR.
In Fig.8 we compare the MSE performance of algorithms
when the SIR is low and SNR is varying. It can be seen
that when the number of outliers is low (nout = 10), the
performance of all algorithms matches the performance of
LS estimate in the absence of outliers. In other words, all
algorithms under consideration are able to mitigate the effect
of outliers. However, when the number of outliers is high, i.e.,
nout = 80, the performance of all algorithms deviate from
the ideal represented by “WO”. However, the deviation from
the optimal is minimum for both TF-GARD and GARD(σ2)
at high SNR. Throughout the low to moderate SNR regime,
TF-GARD outperforms GARD(σ2). Note that TF-GARD is
completely oblivious to the inlier noise statistics which is
provided to GARD(σ2). The performance of M-est at this
level of nout is very poor and is comparable to that of the
ordinary LS estimate.
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Fig. 9: MSE performance for fixed SIR, SNR and varying
nout.
In Fig.9 we present the MSE performance of algorithms
when SNR is fixed and the number of outliers are varying.
When the number of outliers are increasing, the performance
of all algorithms deteriorates. However, the breakdown point
of GARD based schemes are much higher than that of M-est.
Further, the performance of TF-GARD matches the perfor-
mance of GARD(σ2) across the entire range of outlier frac-
tions and slightly outperforms the latter in some cases. Over
a wide range of simulations conducted, we have observed that
TF-GARD matches the performance of GARD(σ2). Further,
the observations made in [34] about the relative merits and
de-merits of GARD w.r.t algorithms like [31], [33] hold true
for TF-GARD also.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This article developed a novel OMP based algorithm called
TF-OMP that does not require sparsity level k0 or noise vari-
ance σ2 for efficient operation. TF-OMP is both analytically
and numerically shown to achieve highly competitive perfor-
mance in comparison with existing versions of OMP. The
operating principle behind TF-OMP is extended to produce
TF-GARD which is also exhibiting competitive performance.
The broader area of CS involves many problem scenarios other
than the linear regression model considered in this article.
However, most CS algorithms involve tuning parameters that
depends on nuisance parameters like noise variance which are
difficult to estimate. Hence, it is of tremendous importance to
develop tuning free and computationally efficient algorithms
like TF-OMP and TF-GARD for other CS applications also.
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